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Featured Application: Automatic free surface liquid transfer for service robotics in domestic
spaces where this kinematic model can be adapted to two manipulators, one for pouring and one
for catching.
Abstract: In robotics, the task of pouring liquids into vessels in non-structured or domestic spaces is an
open field of study. A real time, fluid dynamic simulation, based on smoothed particle hydrodynamics
(SPH), together with solid motion kinematics, allow for a closed loop control of pouring. In the first
place, a control criterion related with the behavior of the liquid free surface is established to handle
sloshing, especially in the initial phase of pouring to prevent liquid adhesion over the vessel rim.
A 2-D, free surface SPH simulation is implemented on a graphic processing unit (GPU) to predict
the liquid motion with real-time capability. The pouring vessel has a single degree of freedom of
rotation, while the catching vessel has a single degree of freedom of translation, and the control loop
handles the tilting angle of the pouring vessel. In this work, a two-stage pouring method is proposed,
differentiating an initial phase where sloshing is particularly relevant, and a nearly constant outflow
phase. For control purposes, the free outflow trajectory was simplified and modelled as a free falling
solid with an initial velocity at the vessel crest, as calculated by the SPH simulation. As the first stage
of pouring is more delicate, a novel slosh induction method (SIM) is proposed to overcome spilling
issues during initial tilting in full filled vessels. Both robotic control and fluid modelling showed
good results at multiples initial vessel filling heights.
Keywords: robotic pouring of liquids; free surface fluid motion control; smoothed particle
hydrodynamics; PID control
1. Introduction
The concept of robots performing domestic tasks is still under development [1,2]. In particular, to
transfer fluids between vessels by robotic manipulators is the general scope of this research. A full
robotic fluid pouring task based on physical modelling in unconstrained settings is a complex task.
Vessel identification, grasping, fluid dynamics and solid body kinematics are some of the modelling
tasks to perform by robotics. Coupling fluid dynamics and solid kinematics for pouring liquids is the
particular subject of this work. The purpose is to provide a robust control for pouring using a free
surface model that can overcome spillage regardless of the boundary conditions in tested conditions.
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Fully comprehensive reasoning of pouring liquids can be found in [1]. There, the problem
is described as a general ontology, where physical dynamics are set aside, and the logic of
pouring is conducted so further approaches of pouring can follow the same logical principles.
However, quantitative approaches are case-dependent. By applying physical governing equations
and constraining them to a given geometry, space and the relevant computational limitations, any
particular model will arise with new issues.
The problem of a flow over a free overfall in an open channel has been studied widely by
assuming parallel streamlines of the flow and no compaction of the nappe [2,3]. This assumption
turns to be very efficient for tracking the flow trajectories at the expense of fine detail visualization.
On the other hand, pure fluid simulation methods have been developed to leverage the potential of
novel parallel computation using GPUs to perform fast fluid simulations like the smoothed particle
hydrodynamics method (SPH) [4], or the volume-of-fluid method [5]. Both methods must deal with
their own limitations (i.e., boundary conditions), but both have proven consistency in free surface
modelling [6,7]. Specially, in the case of SPH, fluid particles’ motion properties are processed using the
GPU to avoid CPU overheads [4]. SPH was implemented and discussed in the work described herein.
Recent work has developed adaptive pouring of liquids method [8,9] based on particle position
instead of a free surface approach like the present work. Using a SPH flow, the method in [9] relies in
the position of fluid particles. The approximation of the particle positions is supported by a calibration
stage where an added discrepancy reduces the cost of spillage during pouring. The ability to classify
collected versus spilled fluid is the main contribution here.
Other training methods of pouring have been developed recently [10,11]. A training-based
approach using thermal imaging for feedback is used in [10]. It determines liquid volumes using
neural networks and a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller for robot kinematics. Neural
networks eventually have to be reinforced with new training when pouring phases switch between
fluid regimes. Nonetheless, the usage of a PID controller is interesting for our work because it shares
the idea of controlling the final position of the free fall. In our work, the PID controls the fluid free
surface rather than only the vessel geometry, as in [10]. The work in [11] trains the pouring task by
learning imitations. Fluid dynamics are not part of the method; rather, a trial and error method is used
by the robot to learn from human demonstrations.
Typically, rigid body and fluid motion models can be merged together in a closed loop controller
to transfer liquid from one vessel to the other at constant outflow velocity with relative ease using
free falling parabolic trajectories [12]. However, maintaining constant outflow requires a dedicated
control, and moreover, initial and sometimes final phases of pouring are inherently non stationary.
Another challenge to consider is the issue of liquid adhesion to the vessel crest. Usually, this is avoided
by using a sharp spilling edge and/or guaranteeing a minimum velocity at the outlet edge. That is why
in this work, the outflow was controlled by maintaining a constant liquid elevation over the vessel’s
crest, which is especially relevant during the initial surface oscillation. Grundelius in [13] provides an
explanation of how to minimize the slosh during rotational and translational motion. In fact, the slosh
control described in [13] was used here to control the height of liquid over the crest.
Section 2 describes the fluid model used (SPH) and its implementation in parallel processing using
GPU libraries. Section 3 describes the two models involved: the solid vessel kinematic model and the
free surface model. A model of slosh induction for the pouring task is also described. Section 4 describes
and illustrates the results, and a detailed discussion is presented. Section 5 provides conclusions and
future work.
2. Fluid Models
The goal of pouring liquid is to estimate the final spatial location where the flow will drop in, at a
certain pouring height and with a certain vessel motion.
Considering a hydrostatic equilibrium with an orthogonal free surface, a fluid discharge in an
open space can be simplified as a free fall of solid motion dynamics in stationary conditions [14].
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However, this is only true if outflow velocity remains within a valid range of laminar flow velocities.
Case a in Figure 1 illustrates the free fall fluid motion that is to be aimed for with predictable curvature
over time.
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Figure 1. Case a. Expected laminar flow with free fall trajectory slope. Case b. Unexpected no-slope
turbulent fall trajectory.
In contrast, unpredictable flow motion in fluid free falls may happen in a fluid with a free surface
in motion (not orthogonal to the gravity vector). See Figure 1 case b. Even when initial conditions of
hydrostatic equilibrium are met, turbulent outflow can occur during pouring when flow velocity, vq,
remains particularly low. The most typical causes of turbulence at low vq values are the border shape
of the vessel (Coanda effect) and the force of surface tension.
In this work, we desired to address the most visible source of turbulence: the turbulence due to
low outflow velocities. To overcome this turbulence, the pouring task was divided into two stages to
separate the low vq flows from the high vq flows. This work also contributes a new method of slosh
induction to link these two stages with a control action. SIM uses the flow velocity of an induced slosh
to produce replicable laminar flow at different tilting angles during initial pouring. Section 4 describes
this method and its kinematic phases.
Using dimensional analysis, that which may occur when Weber number We = 2ρgh2q/3σ is
small (ρ is water density; g, gravity acceleration; hq, the liquid film height over the vessel rim; and
σ, the surface tension of the fluid). For water, the condition for avoiding rim-attached flow roughly
corresponds to hq > 3 mm.
A bimanipulated liquid transfer kinematic model is proposed in our simulations. One vessel for
pouring and one for catching. Vessel 1, the vessel of pouring, will only have a rotational motion, and
vessel 2, the vessel of catching, will only have a translational motion; see Figure 1. A pouring height
measured from the vessel 1 tip to the top border of vessel 2 is assumed. As the aim of this work was
having a real time simulation to control the robotic pouring, a 2D model was preferred to 3D because
its computational cost (time) is much lower. In addition, as the simulation plane was chosen to be
perpendicular to the tilting axis of the pouring vessel, we anticipated no 3D flow effects.
Modelling the fluid statics is one of the most important initial conditions to consider prior to the
actual modelling of pouring motion itself. For this reason, first, the two models that set the simulation
fundamentals were needed in detail. The Lagrangian fluid dynamics model is described in Section 2.1,
as is the detail of its implementation to work as a free surface flow model. The second model’s rigid
body dynamics and its coupling with fluid are described in Section 3.
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2.1. SPH Model
The SPH framework followed in this work was based on a parallel processing, just as in [15]. Its
pseudocode for a single timestep cycle is illustrated in Figure 2. OpenGL library and its Utility Toolkit
(GLUT) [16,17] were used to handle graphics, and OpenCL library [18] to handle GPU scripting that
was processed by a graphics board (NVIDIA GFORCE GTX660ti with 1344 GPU cores) in this work.
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Figure 2. One time-step CPU-GPU implementation of smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) fluid
motion. To the left are the sequential tasks processed by the CPU. To the right are the parallel tasks
(kernels) processed by the GPU.
The left part in Figure 2 is the sequential main loop processed by the CPU, and in the right part, the
parallel functions (kernels) processed by the GPU. Particle data in the CPU is stored in three N-sized
vector arrays: position, velocity and force. N is the number of particles running in the fluid simulation.
The CPU functions form a number N of GPU kernels, passing them into the vector arrays to compute
data in parallel.
Each CPU function block has to wait for output data from the former block so parallel processing
is implemented only for each CPU function block. After vector array initialization, a nearest neighbor
search algorithm (NNS) [15] is needed to provide the surrounding particles that will contribute to
the force acting on particle i. Initially, in NNS, the 2D domain is divided into cells using a uniform
grid so a cell index can store each particle where it belongs. Then, a spatial hash value is created
using the previous cell index, and particles are sorted according to this hash value. A bi-tonic sorting
algorithm is used to take advantage of the GPU processing [19]. Finally, the vector arrays of position,
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velocity and force are permuted according to their sorted hash values. The NSS at the end will provide
a space map on which particles are located so that finding neighbors can be iterated as quickly and
straightforwardly as possible.
The less time-consuming the NNS algorithm is, the more helpful to the next parts of the SPH
implementation it will be. This is why GPU processing turns out to be fundamental to computing
the hashing, the sorting and the permuting. OpenCL threads can be synchronized to optimize global
and local GPU memory transfers. The implementations of this work are available from NVIDIA [19]
and [20].
The next block in Figure 2 is the calculation of liquid density from the individual SPH particles.
Equation (1) defines density as the sum of masses weighted by a W function. W is the interpolation
kernel that computes the position of particles i and j within the distance h, also defined as the smoothing
distance by SPH formalisms. A cubic spline function is used for W; this provides compact support
in its derivatives, just as in [7], and efficiently smooths away the acting neighboring forces with a
relatively minor computational cost. Density is the first to compute because it is needed by the next









After processing density for every fluid particle using Equation (1), a force vector for each particle
is computed for pressure, viscosity and external (gravity and collisions) force contributions. Pressure p
and viscosity v come from the SPH interpolation formulation, just as in [21]; see the Equations (3) and
(4) used. Using the same W function as in Equation (1) but with first and second derivative order, the





































The pressure field is computed directly from an equation of state using weak compressibility:
“Tait’s equation.” See [6] and [22] for reference. Equation (5) is Tait’s equation, where ρ0 = 1000 Kg/m3
is the rest density of water, cs = 1480 m/s is the speed of sound and γ = 7 is a selected constant. Weak
compressibility is used, rather than enforcing incompressibility with the Poisson equation [7] and











Finally, solving force Equations (3) and (4) for a single particle and adding them with the gravity
vector g and the collision fluid-to-solid force, the total force of a particle i at certain time step is obtained
and described in Equation (2). The collision force is the force acting in every particle within the range
of influence of the solid boundaries (the vessel walls). Just as particles are the primitive elements of
the fluid, triangles are the primitives of the solids (vessels). Therefore, fluid-to-solid collisions are
particle-to-triangle collisions that are computed by trivial intersections just as in [23], with real time
GPU performance.
Thus, the final computed force, force vector in Figure 2, is then time-integrated twice to find the
updated velocity and position of particle i and complete one timestep computation of SPH. The leapfrog
scheme is used for the integration task because of its symplectic nature; i.e., its time reversibility
feature [24]. An integration time step of 2 milliseconds should be used.
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Boundary conditions are far from being trivial to any control model of fluid handling. Wall
boundary conditions are simulated here as collision forces between solid body primitives (triangles)
and the particles. This combination has been used frequently in 3D modelling to improve processing
cost at the expense of boundary stability [23]. Modelling solids as fixed particles improves stability, but
also increases the processing cost by adding to the number of particles in the region to compute [25].
Boundary forces occurring in free surface interface between liquid and air (i.e., atmospheric
pressure) are typically negligible for robot kinematics in domestic settings simulations.
An important parameter is the choice of the pouring velocity, or the height of liquid over the
vessel rim. The faster the pour is, the faster SPH needs to calculate fluid particles at shorter time steps.
But also, too low a hq will compromise the outflow trajectory due to the fluid viscosity [26]. There is
also a subcritical regime to take care of when the height increases drastically and then excites hydraulic
jumps [3]. Thus, a minimal expression of hq has to be studied based in the minimal expression of the
SPH method. And, this is the particle itself.
Each particle has a range of influence. That range, called smoothing length in SPH (h in
Equations (3) and (4)), is defined by a spatial range where neighboring particles influence a given
particle. By defining the minimum size of hq as the size of the smoothing length, the particles carry
along the flow of the added forces of the particles around it. This diminishes the sources of turbulence
and provide added forces to the outflow every time step. In our simulation, a scaled smoothing length
of 10 mm was used, and thus a radius of interaction of 5 mm as the minimum value for hq.
2.2. Free Fall Model
In this work, a typical free fall curvature with free nappe and sharp-crest type outflow was used,
just like in Figure 1 case a. When leaving the vessel, the characteristic dimension of the liquid jet (~hq)
is generally small so that neither boundary conditions nor fluid intrinsic forces have great contributions
to open space free fall. Under these assumptions, fluid particles describe a quadratic trajectory defined
by Equations (6) and (7).




x = x0(t) + vox t. (7)
During initial pouring, the velocity in the y-axis equals zero; the initial flow position y0 gradually
changes in time; and the catching vessel 2 remains at y = 0. The time t at which the fluid particles enter
vessel 2 can be calculated with Equation (6). Assuming null horizontal acceleration, the x position of
catching (when y = 0) in Equation (7) reduces to x = vox t, where vox = vq is the averaged bulk velocity
at the vessel outlet. This velocity could be determined analytically as vq = 23 Cd
√
2ghq, where Cd is an
empirical discharge coefficient ~0,6. However, vq is obtained directly from averaging the SPH particle
velocities in the outflow plane at each time step of the simulation. Then, x of catching, in Equation (7),
is used to calculate the ending x-axis position at which vessel 2 should be translated to.
This is true for a pouring stage with constant outflow, called the constant flow stage (CFS) hereafter;
however, the initial pouring stage imposes an increasing and decreasing outflow at the vessel tip, and
thus, an incremental x-acceleration. Therefore, it requires us to divide the pouring task into two stages.
In Section 3, a two-stage pouring task, its modelling and its control solution are described.
3. Modelling and Control
A pouring method with two stages based on fluid velocity at the vessel tip is defined. One initial
stage called the approaching flow stage, (AFS), happens when the vessel initiates tilting to reach a
window level with height hq (see Figure 3) and a second stage, the CFS, where liquid flows at constant
rate out of the pouring vessel, keeping hq constant by a control action. The next two sections describe
AFS and CFS stages in detail. Final comments in this section will describe the relevance of pouring
over catching due to a control action in AFS and CFS.
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3.1. Approaching Flow Stage (AFS)
In this initial stage, tilting angle θ goes from zero to a threshold value of φ, so the stabilized
outflow height reaches a threshold value hq at a certain outflow bulk velocity vq; see Figure 3.
While for a high vq, the outflow follows a free falling motion, the flow may attach to the walls of
the vessel at low values of vq and θ, causing liquid to drip thr ugh the vessel walls; see Figure 1 case
b. R garding other f ctors that may be involved in this kind of fl w, owe er, most of th m can be
prevented by guarant eing a minimum value of q at the vessel tip.
To ov rcome this initial issue, inspired by intuitive uman pouring action, a slosh induction
method (SIM) is proposed in thi work. SIM cons sts of creating an anti-symmetrical oscillation of the
fluid free surface such that the tilting angle θ f the r tated vessel 1 produces an equal angle θ1
liquid-free surface at a cer ain liquid level condition. This condition is set when th liquid level he is
equal or lower than the window level hq at an arbitrary angle of θ = 20◦. See Figur 4 for reference.
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Figu e 4. Transitions of AFS it SIM. Transition 1 defines initial conditions in hydrostatic equilibrium
where the angle of the pouring vessel a d the angle of the free surface are zero. Transitions 2–6 efine
the slosh i duction method steps hat run only if the height condition (he ≤ hq at 20◦) is met.
SIM will not produce a significant change in the liquid volume shape from the moment of rotation
of θ till the angle reaches the conditional φ value, leaving a free surface inclination of φ degrees with
respect to horizontal, such as it is indicated in transition 1–2 of Figure 4. That retains a linear model
for the slosh. After θ1 and θ become φ, free surface will freely return to the flat horizontal shape (see
Figure 4 transitions 3–6) allowing the slosh to travel back to the opposite vessel wall and run out of the
vessel with a velocity close to the fundamental velocity of the induced slosh.
When the liquid level condition is not met, there is no need to apply AFS control and CFS can be
resumed. In such a case, the outflow will follow free fall motion from the 0◦ and until the final angle,
the x-axis position of the fluid fall is predictable, since the x-component velocity of flow (vq) is known
by SPH computations. This is one advantage of using the SPH method as an emulator engine.
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Lee [27] studied the moment of inertia of liquid in a vessel, and showed that, as the area of liquid
gets more symmetrical, the moment of inertia becomes smaller, and, in the same way, the portion
of liquid that moves along the vessel becomes smaller. Therefore, as the moment of inertia states,
without using SIM, the location of the center of rotation would be right at the center of mass, making
the moment of inertia close to zero and retaining the free surface orthogonal to the gravity vector in
such case.
In contrast, AFS with SIM uses the z-axis as the axis of rotation located at the middle bottom of
the vessel 1. This increases the moment of inertia to allow the free surface to elevate along the vessel
bottom plane. See Figure 4 transition 2.
In this work, AFS without SIM Case is not going to be developed; however, there are two steps
required to run such case: (1) find the center of mass to locate the center of rotation, and (2) rotate the
vessel over this center, and reach the proposed outflow height hq. Recall that in this case, one could
have a scenario of a brief volume to pour with respect to the total vessel volume, and thus, CFS could
not begin with the initial condition of hq. This is important to note, because the selection of hq has to be
always minimal (close to the smoothing length h of SPH), specially at low pouring volumes.
This rationale of the AFS needs to be developed in a mathematical model such that the kinematics
can be useful for slosh control. One approach used to find this model is to resolve the boundary
condition equations from the velocity potential of the flow [28]. This will lead to a nonlinear and
continuous formulation of the slosh that will demand a high computational cost even for a single
degree of freedom of robotic kinematics.
Besides being nonphysical, if it is only considered the free surface as a function of θ, its velocity and
acceleration functions would lead to a high, non-linear equation to be eventually solved with the control.
Instead of this, a linear model is preferred, as is applied in different modelling schemes [13,28,29] and
that has proven equivalency for small oscillation amplitudes. This model describes the slosh in a free
surface as a finite number of oscillators using poorly damped, second order pendulums with less
energy dissipation. Each pendulum describes each oscillation component within the slosh.
In our case, this model fits well since it only needs to find the velocity of the fundamental slosh
component when SIM is used in AFS. In the graph of [30] (pp. 134–135), it is clear how the fundamental
component contributes to more than the 80% of the total slosh energy, so processing the rest of the
slosh components should not add a significant magnitude to the slosh velocity. Further details on
this model can be found in [29]. The pendulum model does not consider flow viscosity; that plays a
minor role in free surface oscillation, but it has shown to be an accurate model [29,30]. In addition, its
predictions match the SPH simulation of the present work.
Figure 5 diagram describes this model, where L0, m0 and I0 describe the height, the mass and
moment of inertia of the rigid model; Ln, ln, mn and θn are the height, the pendulum distance, the mass
and the angle of the nth pendular component—n = 1 being the fundamental pendular component.
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Notice that θ is the tilting angle of the vessel while θn values are the rotation angles of the slosh
components represented by n pendulums. g is the gravity force and A the liquid depth. I0 is the
moment of inertia of the liquid volume; however, by solving Lagrange’s equation for lateral (x) and
rotational (θ) excitations, Ibrahim in [29], ends having a slosh equation that is independent of I0 for



















mngln(θ+ θn) = 0. (8)
Notice that Equation (8) will give a linear relationship between θ and θn. This linearity is typically
achieved by approaching the sine function of θ of the native pendulum equation to the single variable
of θ when the angular displacements are small. Additionally, notice that Equation (8) lacks angular
velocity
.
θn, meaning that it corresponds to an undamped time response of the slosh.
If our interest is only the fundamental oscillation of the slosh and no lateral excitation will be
needed (
..
x = 0), making n = 1, the slosh Equation (8) yields,
− l1
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θ1 − gθ1 =
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) ..
θ+ gθ. (9)
From Equation (9) and using [29], if the pendulum of interest is at n = 1, the distances Ln and ln,
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As Ibrahim states in [29], the slosh time response solution of (12), expressed in Equation (13), will
let us compare analytically, the angle elevation of θ1 against θ. On the right side of Figure 6, θ1(t) is
plotted for values in the range of π < α < 2π. The dark plot is the input signal θ(t) = φ sin(αt). It
is observed here that the free surface angle θ1(t) tends to increase the elevation between angles as α




. It is clear now that this elevation will
increase a non-linear and unwanted behavior of the slosh. On the left side of Figure 6, a valid range for




will retain a linear model of the slosh, and it will make both angles of rotation, θ1 and θ, change alike.
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The results in Section 4, illustrate the equivalence of this pendulum model of the slosh with respect
to the time responses in Figure 6.
As concluded earlier in the graphs of Figure 6, a valid range of α can be obtained in an input
elevation signal of θ so the elevation of θ1 retains linearity, and ASF with SIM provides a back elevation
of the slosh with equivalent angle value of θ. Figure 7 shows the proposed timeline response of ASF
with SIM for the elevation of the angles.Appl. Sci. 2019, 11, x 11 of 22 
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Figure 7. Proposed timeline of slosh induction method (SIM) pouring. AFS ranges from the initial
tilting to the end of the control action. CFS initiates at the end of AFS and continues till the end
of pouring.
In Figure 7, t0 is the period of time where the mentioned input signal of θ(t) is applied to vessel 1
allowing the free surface angle θ1 to turn at the same rotational velocity as θ and equally reach angle φ.
This time period corresponds to transition 1 in Figure 4. In the next period of time, t1, θ1 returns to
zero, while θ remains at that initial conditional angle φ. As soon as θ1 crosses zero, the next period
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of time, t2, initiates with the control action of the slosh. The goal of this control is to turn the surface
elevation to zero and to avoid pure undamped behavior of the slosh. Recall that an oscillating response
of the slosh will be presented if no control action is taken in the pendulum model. The optimal control
action would lead θ1 to zero as soon as possible so the particle outflow velocity become constant at
fixed hq, allowing it to migrate from AFS to CFS with a stable pouring.
At the beginning of t3, where the slosh finds free exit to flow out of the vessel, AFS will end and
CFS will begin.

















A control action proposed here is based on a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller
using the system transfer function (STF) given by Equation (14) as plant gain (Gp). This STF comes
from Equation (9) where the input is the angle of vessel 1, θ, and the output, the angle of the free
surface θ1. PID control is well known for the ability to remove a steady state error, which via Equation
(14), turned to be one half. It was also deduced by Equation (14) that roots exist only in the imaginary
plane for an undamped time response system, so, a trained proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
controller/compensator in a closed loop with Gp can add the additional zeros to dissolve the pure
undamped system and turn it into a stable damped one. Using the manual tuning root locus in Matlab®,
PID constants that better suit the damping needed to the particular system were built. Recall that the
STF equation depends on the vessel dimensions, so further experimentation would require a range of
PID constants for a range of vessel dimensions. In contrast, this STF will work for any filling height
(A). Figure 8 shows close loop PID control block diagram. Gp is populated with the vessel dimension
data used in our simulations: A = 0.159, L1 = 0.0207, l1 = 0.0615. Those values are in meters.
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The compensator gain, Gc, described by the PID controller, will add two zeros and one pole to a
second order Gp. The idea is to add a dominant pole to the close loop transfer function so that the
system becomes stable, damped and with minimum steady state error. The new two additional zeros
will affect the amplitude of the system gain, but not the nature of the response. Equation (15) shows
the PID compensator gain formula.
Gc =
Kds2 + Kps + Ki
s
. (15)
In Section 4, the results of running simulations are presented, including the steady state error from
the close loop system and the way PID control tuning reverts the undamped response. Additionally, the
numerical constants (Kp, Ki, and Kd) of the PID control were tested and are discussed in next Section.
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3.2. Constant Flow Stage (CFS)
Once AFS ends at the proposed outflow height hq, a constant flow initiates by controlling θ
proportionally so the reference value hq remains constant. This sets a steady flow at xq. As tilting
progresses, hq will eventually drop down, even though θ increases by the control action.
CFS is proposed to pour the largest amount of liquid volume since constant outflow can be
computed with less discrete error than in a variable outflow, like in the initial stage.
A volume limit is set to pour so the largest amount of poured liquid remains in this constant flow
stage rather than in AFS. To accomplish this, a window level hq should be as short as possible, so as to
just clear the SPH smoothing length tolerance described earlier, in Section 2.1.
Now that hq has been reached, CFS is a straightforward stage to process. Tilting the vessel 1 can
be developed by controlling the angle θ of vessel 1 as a proportional function of the linear decrease of







One can go directly on with Equation (16): the trigonometric relation of the angle and the vessel 1
dimensions. However, this will give an angular step not a linear step in different center of rotation, so,
instead, as Figure 9 illustrates, first measure a ∆hq at certain timestep of t3; then, assume this height as
the magnitude of a vertical vector (vector b) with coordinates on the tip of pouring of vessel 1. Then,
calculate vector c from the difference of vector a and vector b. Vector a is the vector going from the
center of rotation to the tip of pouring in vessel 1.
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Finally, the angle θ′ between the vectors a and c is calculated, and vessel 1 tilts at that angle in
constant angular steps.
In simulations, a pouring for full liquid volume was developed. Therefore, hq will drop down as
the liquid volume ceases. As will be mentioned in next section, the free fall curvature has no flaws
over the course of the CFS ending. It has been tried different functions in order to handle the angle of
pouring not only as a function of hq but also as a function of time with relative success. That is why [3]
justifies the free fall motion of fluids as a measuring device for flow. Partial pouring would be an
interesting simulation job that could be tried out in further work.
After AFS and CFS motions in vessel 1 approximate to the prospective free fall curvature, the
catching motion of vessel 2 is summarized to the x-travel of the curvature motion. No special treatment
to the catching task is required, but only to avoid large motion steps during filling to prevent spilling
due to sloshing. In our simulations, the motion’s update of solids takes place with each update of the
particle’s position (see Figure 2); therefore, there is a smoothed motion of vessel 2 along x axis.
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4. Results and Discussion
First of all, a comparison of the outflow trajectory is presented between the analytical solution of
Equations (6) and (7) (in red in Figure 10) and the result of the SPH simulation. As seen in Figure 10,
analytical curves are fairly well-followed by the outflow particles at certain vq values. The fall of
particles at x-axis position along all the y-axis was validated. This allowed us not only to confirm a
quadratic outflow curvature of the SPH method on free surface using our simulation context, but also
to confirm how an outflow target during CFS can possibly be determined and tracked.
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Figure 10. SPH outflows (grey) versus analytic curvatures (red). A narrow outflow to the (left). A broad
outflow to the (right).
For all the following test and results, the same vessel’s dimensions were used: B = L = 0.191 m.
Unless indicated to be different, please also assume a liquid level height A = 0.1591 m.
Because forces, veloci i s and positions of par cl s based in discrete time are comput d, peed
calibration of the system for f rth r experi entations is another element to consider for testing. It
is crucial to synchronize the main simulation loop time with the real fluid speed. This adjustment
is conducted by setting the number of system loop calls so that the simulated frequency of the free
surface slosh approximates to theoretical slosh frequency in horizontal motion.
For a squared vessel, a robust analytical solution to the free surface slosh frequency of the first
oscillation component can be found in [13] (p. 59), and is shown in Equation (17), where Freq is the
oscillation frequency in hertz of a free surface elevation cycle in horizontal motion, B is the vessel
width and A is the fluid height at rest. It was mentioned earlier that the slosh frequency was ω2 = gl1
for the linear, pendulum-based model used; however, Equation (17) is more appropriate to use, since
this computes the liquid height, that, at low heights, approximates better to the real oscillation values.
Additionally, notice that in Equation (17) Freq is not a function of the slosh height, so the slosh induction
method can compute its fundamental slosh motion regardless of the angle θ—an ideal condition to












Figure 11 shows a complete free surface cycle for three different values of A in our simulation
results. Equation (17) is used as reference to set the system time and find similar values for the
experimental surface elevation cycle adjusting the SPH fluid forces.
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Figure 11. Free surface elevation cycle calibration.
Note that, as A increases, the difference between analytical and simulated values of Freq barely
diverges. These results confirm the maximum ∆t choice to run real time simulations, although a
smaller ∆t would give more accurate results.
As mentioned earlier, AFS without SIM is not processed. However, for that case, a center of
rotation of θ would have to equal the center of mass of the liquid area. This setup cancels the moment
of inertia by having equal parts of liquid mass around the center of rotation. However, there should be
a maximum value of the tilting angle velocity
.
θmax of vessel 1 at which this angle is limited to avoid
spilling. Figure 12 shows the simulated values of the relation (θ/(27− θ1)) between the angles of
rotation (θ of the vessel, and θ1 of the slosh) versus the vessel frequency
.
θ. From a physics perspective,
it is obvious that the free surface angle will remain horizontal, with its center of rotation equal to the
center of mass, and with the vertical component of
..
θ below the gravity force. In Figure 12, a maximum
finding of
.
θmax is given by our running simulations. See that at the usable tilting velocities of
.
θ, no great
surface elevation happens, but only a few random disturbances due to uneven particle distribution
in time.
For the case of AFS with SIM, an approach of translating the center of rotation is followed. As the
center of rotation moves along the x-axis, an early elevation of the slosh due to the centrifugal force can
be found. This is the principle in the SIM method: to elevate the free surface over the back wall in a
linear model fashion (semi-flat surface) so the natural frequency, slosh-free return leads to an overflow
on the front wall of the rotated vessel 1 (Figure 4).
As mentioned earlier, SIM has to be used when liquid level approaches the vessel height,
(θ1 ≤ 20◦, hq ≥ he). Therefore, the higher linear slosh elevation meeting this condition has to be tested
to find the values of ω at different liquid volume heights. The range of A tested here went from 54 mm
to 162 mm. Figure 13 shows the SIM graphs of the elevation of θ1 versus ω when θ value is 7◦ at
different liquid heights A. It has been found that, when θ1θ = 1, ω is within a range of values regardless
of A.
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Figure A1 in Appendix A shows the transient response in time of a slosh in a vessel with our
simulated model. Three values of θ angles, 7◦, 15◦ and 20◦, were used with their ow ngular velocities.
The resulting fre surfac motion here demonstrates equivalency in symmetry, with the vessel motion
close enoug , as in the linear model of pendulums discu sed earlier. As θ increases, ω needs to b
decreased proportionally in the range of the graph of Figure 13.
Now that the timing performance of the model has been tested and proven usable, it is time
to the control part of the model in AFS. As mentioned earlier, the idea is to come up with a
controller that dissolves the undamped response of θ1 and removes the steady state error. A PID
controller/compensator (Gc) was designed by setting the controller constants, Kp, Kd and Ki such that
the system poles in a close loop were located in the stable region with minimal oscillation. Additionally,
recall that variables need to be accessible so the controller can be physically possible.
By simple inspection of product of Equations (14) and (1), Gp·Gc, zeros and poles are added to
the closed-loop system. See Gpc in Figure 14. As mentioned early, the location of the root defines the
stability and time response, so the controller Gc adds a dominant pole with 0.00 value in the real axis to
minimize the undam ed nature of the system. Two additional zeros are added by Gc so the gain is
modulated to reach certain threshold.
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Figure 14. Root locus plots of the plant gain Gp to the (left) and the plant-compensator gain Gpc to
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In Figure 15, two step time-response graphs are shown; the one at the top shows Gp in a closed
loop and its steady state error; and the one at the bottom, Gp·Gc is in a closed loop using the PID
compensator, just as in the Figure 9 block diagram.
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Figure 15. Step transient response of the proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller (θ1
versus time).
By applying the PID controller to the syste , the expected results according to the proposed
SIM timeline of Figure 7 were obtained. Figure 16 shows the results of the SIM timeline of θ and θ1.
As expected, θ1 oscillates momentarily, but it settles down to a stable state as a consequence of the
PID action. Figure A2 in Appendix B shows a simulated time sequence of the pouring vessel action
found in Figure 16′s timeline. The video S1, provided in the supplementary material Section, shows
this timeline performance of the pouring action.
Considering the outcome of this research, the proposed SIM-based pouring action is a promising
model to be used and implemented further. Modelling and implementing are two main objectives
of this research work. The final idea of a running simulation with real time SPH flow is to collect a
real-time kinematic trace for robotic manipulators in a concrete assignment of pouring; to be more
accurate, it is to obtain the trace of θ after a simulation process.
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5. Conclusions
This work validates SPH simulations for pouring kinematics. Specifically, to calibrate outflow
velocities so that free fall curvatures can be estimated with enough accuracy for pouring tasks with SIM.
This model is suitable for low viscosity fluids and not suitable for fluids with high viscosity where the
outflow will not trace a parabolic free fall. It also allow us to measure the liquid by defini g a volume
or liquid height to be poured. Opposed to the indirect ethod of control pouring, it can measure the
flow rate based on a particle matter model, and all this modelling is done within a short time using
GPU processing, so motion kinematics can be implemented on-site for a robotic manipulator. Not to
mention that this is a bli d method where o omplex vision system is required; only the filling depth
and vessel dimensioning is required.
The main contribution is the slosh induction model (SIM) that proved a unique path to overcome
the issue of wall-spilling during initial tilting of top-filled vessels. Extending this work to 3D modelling
might be desirable but not nec ssary, since the linear model preserves fluid in laminar regime; the entire
simulation and flow path lines never diverge to a turbulent regime.
Further simulations should explore the usage of this real-time, fluid-free surface model as a
methodology to simulate 3D fluids, using different vessel shapes with different outflow tips, and a
spherical pendulum model. It will also be interesting to add a no-slip condition at the fluid-solid
boundaries using modern simulation schemes of SPH [31], and to impose a surface tension force on
the model.
Supplementary Materials: The following is available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/9/23/5007/s1,
Video S1: “PID Control for Free Surface Liquid Pouring”.
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Nomenclature
vq, hq velocity and height of the outflow v0x vq at vessel 1 pouring tip
he empty space height in vessel 1 θ rotation angle of vessel 1
ρi, mi density and mass of particle i θ1 free surface rotation angle in vessel 1
vi, pi velocity and pressure of particle i φ conditional angle of θ
W function of interpolation or SPH kernel tAFS ending time for AFS
ri j vector distance between particle i and j tCFS ending time for CFS
h SPH smoothing length L height of vessel 1
fipressure pressure force of i A base length (inside width) of vessel 1
fiviscosity viscosity force of i L0, m0, I0 height, mass and moment of inertia
of the rigid model
g gravity force Ln, ln, mn, θn height, pendulum distance, mass
and angle of the nth pendulum
∇iW gradient of W Kp, Ki, Kd proportional, integral and
derivative constants
∇i
2W laplacian of W s laplace variable
ρ0 rest density of water Gp, Gc plant gain and controller gain
cs speed of sound a, b, c CFS vectors
γ Tait’s equation constant θ′ linear step mode of θ
(x, y) location of the outflow trajectory fall ω Frequency of the slosh
(x0, y0) location of the outflow tip in vessel 1 t time variable
µ dynamic viscosity
Appendix A
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beginning of 𝑡 , the desired elevation of ℎ  (horizontal free surface), and where AFS commutes to 
CFS for constant flow. 𝑡  shows the full elevation of the slosh on the front wall, never intended to 
reach due to the CFS control action. All particles are simulated within the pouring vessel 1. 
  
Figure A1. Transient time respons slosh induction method using different vessel angles of
rotation (7◦, 15◦ and 20◦) an ifferent periods of time (t0, t1, t2 and t3). t0 time is tra sit on 2 in
Figure 4, where the slosh finds its i elevation in the back wall of vessel 1 due to the initial
rotation. t1 is the period of time where the slosh returns to the front wall of vessel 1 to reach, at the
beginning of t2, the desired elevation of hq (horizontal free surface), and where AFS commutes to CFS
for constant flow. t3 shows the full elevation of the slosh on the front wall, never intended to reach due
to the CFS control action. All particles are simulated within the pouring vessel 1.
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Figure B1. Simulated time sequence of the vessels using the SIM timeline (Figure 7), including all 
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